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33.

ABALONE

Today’s Item

Information ☒

Action ☐

DFW update on the status of the recreational abalone fishery and development of a red
abalone fishery management plan.
Summary of Previous/Future Actions
•
•
•

Adopted emergency regulations
Today’s update from DFW
Proposed emergency action and notice hearing
for compliance rulemaking

Dec 7-8, 2016; San Diego
Jun 21-22; Smith River
Aug 16-17, 2017; Sacramento

Background
On Dec 7, 2016, FGC took emergency action to change abalone regulations by reducing the
annual limit from 18 to 12 (except for Sonoma County, which remained at 9) and reducing the
months open to fishing from seven to five by closing Apr and Nov. The emergency regulations
became effective on Apr 1, 2017 and will expire on Sep 29, 2017.
Early indications, based on recent DFW creel surveys and in-water reports and observations,
suggest conditions continue to be very poor and are not likely to quickly improve. Body
shrinkage score for red abalone (N=3800) assessed from nine sites throughout the fishery in
May 2017 show 25% of the abalone are shrunken and starving. Kelp food resources continue
to be poor and the density of purple sea urchin competitors remains high.
There is also growing concern that this summer’s density survey results could trigger
recommendations for additional restrictions, including closures. Therefore, DFW recommends
FGC schedule consideration of readoption of the emergency regulation for 2017 and notice of
its intent to amend regulations to make the 2017 or more restrictive regulations effective for the
2018 fishery season (Exhibit 1).
DFW, under direction of FGC, is in the process of drafting a fishery management plan for
abalone and will provide an update on progress and next steps.
Significant Public Comments
1.

2.
3.

Letter to Senator McGuire and similar letter sent to Assemblyman Wood from Mr. Guil
Dye regarding the abalone fishery, stating that Mendocino County in particular is in
serious trouble (Exhibit 2)
Photos showing bare kelp stalks and bleached rocks where there should be a kelp
forest (Exhibit 3).
Fort Bragg resident concerned about the decline of our ocean ecosystem (Exhibit 4)

Recommendation
FGC staff: Accept DFW’s recommendation.

Author: Sheri Tiemann
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DFW: FGC schedule at its Aug meeting consideration of readoption of the emergency
regulation for 2017 and notice of its intent to amend regulations to make the 2017 regulations
effective for the 2018 fishery season.
Exhibits
1.
2.
3.
4.

DFW memo, dated May 23, 2017
Email from Guil Dye, received Jun 5, 2017
Email from Guil Dye, received Jun 5, 2017
Email from Chad Swimmer, received Jun 6, 2017

Motion/Direction (N/A)
Note that action on the proposed regulatory timetable changes will be addressed under
agenda item 38C.

Author: Sheri Tiemann
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From: Chad Swimmer
Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 3:33:18 PM
To: FGC
Subject: Comments on Ocean and Abalone Health in the Fort Bragg Area

To Whom It May Concern-I am a Fort Bragg resident who has been diving the Mendocino Coast since 1986. It has been
painful and depressing watching the decline of our ocean ecosystem, but what I saw last week
was, to me the worst of all. I dove the North side of Caspar Bay, a spot I hadn't been to in two
years. Below the intertidal zone, it was a wasteland. It was high tide, so I was only able to
reach to about 15 feet below the low tide range, but aside from the intertidal kelp, it was a
wasteland. Aside from the thousands of purple urchins, there was very little life. The rocks
were scraped clean of even the kelp roots. There were few live abalone, but many
shells. Apart from abalone, there were a few perch, but hardly any other creatures, this in an
area of unbelievable diversity even just a couple years ago. I did take two abalone, but when I
went to clean them, something strange happened. Their lips came off in my hands, their
muscles like jelly. I have never seen such a thing. Needless to say, I did not eat them. I should
have brought them straight to CDFW, but I was kind of shell-shocked. Now it's too late.
Chad Swimmer,

